1 STARTING TRUDI™ NAVIGATION SYSTEM AND LOADING CT IMAGE

Press Power button on Workstation.
Insert CD or USB drive containing the patient’s CT scans.
Select "New Study".
Select the inserted media (CD or USB Storage).
Select patient name.
Select desired patient scan. Double-click or click Green Checkmark to load.

2 PLACING TRUDI™ EMITTER PAD

If the patient will be lying on a bed or a table, place the TruDi™ Emitter Pad onto the head of the table. If the patient is sitting in a chair, utilize the TruDi™ Emitter Pad with the Chair Adaptor.

Place TruDi™ emitter pad under/behind patient’s head. (DO NOT unplug/reconnect emitter while TruDi™ is powered on). Center patient to ensure eyes are aligned with the "Eye-Level" indicators on the emitter pad.

3 APPLYING PATIENT TRACKER

Securely attach patient tracker to patient’s forehead with two Tegaderm™ dressings. Secure the purple cord to reduce inadvertent movement and pulling of the patient tracker.

CONTACT CUSTOMER SUPPORT: 877.775.2789
Click registration icon on taskbar.

1. Identify: With a right click of the mouse, select four landmarks on the patient face image as indicated on the generic face on the right side of the screen.

2. Confirm: With the registration probe, touch the points on the patient’s face in the order indicated by the highlighted landmark icon (purple). Press the distal button on the probe to accept the location. The landmark will turn green when registered. **NOTE:** Do not press the distal button until the registration probe is touching the patient’s face.

3. Trace: Use the registration probe to trace patient’s anatomy. **NOTE:** Registration is more effective when done on areas of underlying bone, avoiding soft tissue. Ensure probe is perpendicular and tracing is done in slow controlled movements with light pressure.

Confirm accuracy by touching the probe to locations on the patient’s face and comparing their locations to the CT image. Complete registration by pressing proximal button on registration probe for 5 seconds or select the checkbox on the screen to begin procedure.

Ensure all necessary devices are plugged in prior to starting the procedure.

*Navigated Surgical Devices

Click Shut Down in lower left corner of screen.

Carefully remove top layer of Tegaderm™ to remove patient tracker. Do not pull on purple cord to free tracker.

Place TruDi™ Emitter Pad on cart.

Clean system components as per IFU.
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Acclarent Navigation Technology is intended for use by or under the direction of a physician. Devices guided by the Acclarent Navigation Technology have described risks including the potential for unintended injury to the orbits or CNS as a consequence of inaccurate navigation. Prior to use, it is important to read the Instructions for Use and to understand the registration process and the contraindications, warnings and precautions described for the system.

CAUTION: Federal (US) law restricts the sale, distribution or use of these devices to, by or on the order of a physician.

Third party trademarks used herein are trademarks of their respective owners. This content is intended for audience within the US only.
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